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“Desire Paths”

http://wwwis.win.tue.nl/~wvdaalst/old/etc/desire-lines-or-cowpaths_files/image002.jpg
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Barber shop

https://juicylinksmag.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/index-24.jpg
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INNOVATION
Desirability
(People)
Feasibility
(Technology)

Viability
(Business)
Feasibility
(Technology)

Viability
(Business)

Human-centered design is a process used
to develop innovative solutions to a
variety of complex problems.
It takes the user’s needs, wants and
desires into consideration at every step in
the process.
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What are the mindsets of
Human-Centered Design?
Designers from the Grameen Foundation test a
paper prototype with users in Uganda
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1. It’s empathetic
Empathy means to understand and
share someone’s feelings.
It helps us see the world from
someone else’s point of view, in order
to relate to their behaviors and
attitudes.

A man in is home in Tanzania explains how his family lights their home
at night
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“Empathy in design focuses on the user as a person,
not just a consumer.”
– Ralph Caplan, Designer & Writer

A man in is home in Tanzania explains how
his family lights their home at night
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2. Ideas are Tested Through Iterative Prototyping
A prototype is a rough representation
of an idea used to understand and
evaluate that idea.
Iterate means to repeat a process until
you reach a desired outcome.

Designers from Grameen Foundation test a paper prototype in Uganda
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“You’re taking the risk out the process by making
something simple first. And you always learn from your
mistakes.”
– Krista Donaldson, CEO, D-Rev

Designers from Grameen Foundation
test paper prototypes in Uganda
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3. Design with, not for
Co-creation (or co-design) is a method
that invites the end-user to participate
in the design process and to envision
their own ideas.
Our teams are interdisciplinary and
bring multiple perspectives to complex
problems. We collaborate with partners,
subject matter experts and stakeholders
at all levels.

An end-user discusses the features he would include if he designed the
mobile app
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“When you let people participate in the design process,
you find that they often have ingenious ideas about
what would really help them.”
– Melinda Gates, Co-Founder, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

An end-user discusses the features he would
include if he designed the mobile app
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Why Human-Centered Design Now?
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What is mobile Money?

Photo Credit: Adam Little

What is mobile money?

01
Oﬀers at least
domestic money
transfer between
users

02
Has a network of
physical transaction
points not including
bank branches and
ATMs

State of the Industry 2014: Mobile Financial Services for the Unbanked
by GSMA
http://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/state-of-the-industry-2014

03
Does not require
users to have a bank
account

04
Has a user
interface
accessible on
basic mobile
devices

How does mobile money work?

Mobile Money
01 Clients have to register with a
provider and open a mobile money
“wallet.” Usually these are “over the
air” (OTA) registrations.

02 Clients visit agents to “cash-in” by
giving the agents cash in exchange for
mobile money.

03 Clients can send mobile money
transfers from one mobile money wallet
to another (P2P).

BUY
E
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Mobile Money
04 Clients can also conduct mobile
money transfers to merchant wallets
(P2B)

05 Clients can also purchase airtime.

06 Clients “cash out” but only if the
agent has enough “float”

What is Mobile Money?

Over 2 million users in it’s first 14
93% of Kenya’s adult population Less than four years after
is registered and 60% is actively launching, it processes roughly 2 months
using (more than 11.6 million
million transactions per day
http://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/the-incrediblegrowth-of-ecocash-zimbabwe-a-chat-with-econet-servicespeople).
ceo-darlington-mandivenga
https://www.gatesnotes.com/2015-annual-letter?
page=3&lang=en

http://www.safaricom.co.ke/images/Downloads/
Resources_Downloads/
Half_Year_2013-2014_Results_Presentation.pdf#page=13

7.4 million unique users in 2013
http://www.cgap.org/blog/%E2%80%9Ceasypaisa
%E2%80%9D-journey-otc-wallets-pakistan

50.9 million subscribers as of
2012
http://www.philstar.com/business/2012/11/04/863015/smartexpects-50-hike-e-wallet-subscribers

“One billion smartphones will be sold in India in the next five years, new market
research shows. More broadly across emerging markets, smartphone adoption is
predicted to outpace bank accounts by the end of the year, opening up an
increasingly clear opportunity for more multifaceted financial services. However,
a range of technical constraints still hold some users back.”

"In the digital world, the smartphone user interface will be the link between
providers and customers, and a key driver of how your business performs. Simply,
a good user interface will drive growth and profitability.”

Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP), World Bank

By 2030, 2 billion people who don’t have a bank account today
will be storing money and making payments with their phones.
And by then, mobile money providers will be oﬀering the full
range of financial services, from interest-bearing savings accounts
to credit to insurance.”
– Bill & Melinda Gates, The Gates Foundation

GRID Impact

We use behavioral
science and
human-centered
design to create
scalable social
impact.

Behavioral Economics

Human-centered Design
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Our Human-Centered Design Process

1. Discover

2. Concept

3. Prototype

4. Experiment
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Our Human-Centered Design Process
PROBLEM
DEFINITION

INSIGHT
GENERATION

1. Discover

USER
RESEARCH

CONCEPT
GENERATION

2. Concept

OPPORTUNITY
STATEMENTS

PROTOTYPE
DEVELOPMENT

3. Prototype

CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT

SHARE &
SCALE

4. Experiment

PROTOTYPE
TESTING
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How can we design better
mobile money services?

Photo Credit: Adam Little

BRAC
A Bangladeshi development organization
that has become the world’s largest NGO
with more than 115,000 employees in 10
countries.
In 2015, The Social Innovation Lab
launched the The Innovation Fund for
Mobile Money.

01
bKash launched in 2011
as a subsidiary of BRAC Bank Limited
02
Bangladesh is the fastest-growing mobile
money market in the world, growing 266
percent in 2013 alone

How might we make the
multiple uses of mobile
money more salient to
low literate women?

How might we help rural women who
are interested in mobile money
overcome the perceived hassle
factor?

How might we help women
understand that mobile money is for
everyone and not just men or
business owners?

How might we make
mobile money more user
friendly for women so
they are more
encouraged to use it?

Smartphone User
Interface/User
Experience Design for
Mobile Payments in
Pakistan
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User Interviews
Approach

This section captures the outputs of a
series of interviews conducted with users
of mobile money. The resulting synthesis
is shown here as a set of learnings
as well as potential challenges and
opportunities.

Participatory Activities

In-Depth Interviews

Expert Interviews

We used qualitative research tools, including visual
prompts and role-playing activities to facilitate rich
conversations with participants.

We conducted in-depth, one-on-one interviews with each
participant at their home or place of business. We also
conducted shorter, intercept interviews at markets and
shops.

We interviewed mobile money agents at their shops to ask
them questions about their business and the providers
and customers they interact with.

User Interviews Insight 1
User Interviews
Learnings

FINDING 01 –

“When something works for something, you
don’t think of what else it can do. You think
that that’s what it was meant to do.”

Customers are basic functional users of
technology and smartphones, not exploratory
and active users.

We came across this mindset often. Customers do not
seek out additional uses of mobile money beyond the first
use they encounter.

Customers use smartphones for very basic purposes, not
the full range of features they allow. Similar behavior was
observed with mobile money services; customers use
one feature of MM, not more. And they do not expend
additional resources in exploring their phones and
seeking out additional functionality past the basics. In
mobile money, they do not seek alternative services and
uses, they focus solely on the basic transaction function.

Alternative uses of mobile money
are not
salient
to to
Alternative uses of services
mobile money
aremade
not made
salient
customers, which causes
many people
to limit
theirmany
usage people
to one to
customers,
which
causes
service - money transfer
- which
seen as
“default”
of
limit
theirisusage
tothe
one
service use
- money
mobile -money.
transfer
which is seen as the ‘default’
use of mobile money.
The current design of the UI doesn’t make
multiple uses obvious and apparent to
customers.
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User Interviews Insight 2
User Interviews
Learnings

FINDING 03 –

Additionally, customers display satisficing*
behavior.

Adoption of independent use of MM may be
influenced by previous experiential reference
points, leading to satisficing behavior.

Distrust in technology prevents customers
independent
of independent
mobile money
Distrust in technologyfrom
prevents
customersuse
from
use
services
persistent
reliance
on
of mobile money services
andand
persistent
reliance
on over-theprofessional
intermediaries,
even
when
counter intermediaries,
even when
they are aware
of the
they are
of the convenience
of
convenience
ofaware
independent
use.
independent use.

If interacting with the MM agents is currently a “good
enough” experience, there is little incentive to explore
independent use, which will require an upfront
investment of energy or time and unknown returns.

* “Satisficing is a decision-making strategy or cognitive heuristic
that entails searching through the available alternatives until an
acceptability threshold is met.”
Colman, Andrew (2006). A Dictionary of Psychology. New York: Oxford University Press. p.
670. ISBN 0-19-861035-1

If potential users have past experiences with sub-optimal
financial services (such as long cues at branches or no
access to financial services whatsoever), then current
available options – using OTC or relying on agents to
conduct transactions for them – appear “good enough”,
meaning better relevant to their past experiences.

“We have always done it through the agent,
and it works, so don’t need to try anything
else.”
The distrust of technology could
be noticed in other places too,
including the metro station
we visited. While some users
knew how to use the ticketing
machine there, they explained
that they preferred going to
the agent because if something
goes wrong there, the agent
could fix it.
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Ideation Begins with Your Opportunity Statement
We will use How Might We
questions as our design
challenges to facilitate
“ideation
sessions” (brainstorms).
Ideation sessions will allow
your team to think without
constraints so that you
generate a wide range of
solutions for your design
challenge.

Ideas from ideation session led by GRID Impact for FINCA Zambia
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Ideation Example

User Interviews Insight 1
User Interviews
Learnings

FINDING 01 –

“When something works for something, you
don’t think of what else it can do. You think
that that’s what it was meant to do.”

Customers are basic functional users of
technology and smartphones, not exploratory
and active users.

We came across this mindset often. Customers do not
seek out additional uses of mobile money beyond the first
use they encounter.

Customers use smartphones for very basic purposes, not
the full range of features they allow. Similar behavior was
observed with mobile money services; customers use
one feature of MM, not more. And they do not expend
additional resources in exploring their phones and
seeking out additional functionality past the basics. In
mobile money, they do not seek alternative services and
uses, they focus solely on the basic transaction function.

Alternative uses of mobile money
are not
salient
to to
Alternative uses of services
mobile money
aremade
not made
salient
customers, which causes
many people
to limit
theirmany
usage people
to one to
customers,
which
causes
service - money transfer
- which
seen as
“default”
of
limit
theirisusage
tothe
one
service use
- money
mobile -money.
transfer
which is seen as the ‘default’
use of mobile money.
The current design of the UI doesn’t make
multiple uses obvious and apparent to
customers.
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User Interviews Insight 1: Opportunity Statements

How might we make
other uses, services
and features of mobile
money more obvious
to customers?

How might we improve
the user experience
design so independent
use is easier for lowincome, low-literate
customers?
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User Interviews Insight 2
User Interviews
Learnings

FINDING 03 –

Additionally, customers display satisficing*
behavior.

Adoption of independent use of MM may be
influenced by previous experiential reference
points, leading to satisficing behavior.

Distrust in technology prevents customers
independent
of independent
mobile money
Distrust in technologyfrom
prevents
customersuse
from
use
services
persistent
reliance
on
of mobile money services
andand
persistent
reliance
on over-theprofessional
intermediaries,
even
when
counter intermediaries,
even when
they are aware
of the
they are
of the convenience
of
convenience
ofaware
independent
use.
independent use.

If interacting with the MM agents is currently a “good
enough” experience, there is little incentive to explore
independent use, which will require an upfront
investment of energy or time and unknown returns.

* “Satisficing is a decision-making strategy or cognitive heuristic
that entails searching through the available alternatives until an
acceptability threshold is met.”
Colman, Andrew (2006). A Dictionary of Psychology. New York: Oxford University Press. p.
670. ISBN 0-19-861035-1

If potential users have past experiences with sub-optimal
financial services (such as long cues at branches or no
access to financial services whatsoever), then current
available options – using OTC or relying on agents to
conduct transactions for them – appear “good enough”,
meaning better relevant to their past experiences.

“We have always done it through the agent,
and it works, so don’t need to try anything
else.”
The distrust of technology could
be noticed in other places too,
including the metro station
we visited. While some users
knew how to use the ticketing
machine there, they explained
that they preferred going to
the agent because if something
goes wrong there, the agent
could fix it.
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User Interviews Insight 2: Opportunity Statements

How might we coach or
guide the customer
through a first time
mobile money
transaction?

How might we increase
customers’ trust in
technology and mobile
money services?
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Turning Ideas into Solutions
Storyboards
Storyboards allow you to
visualize steps through a
linear process. They
describe scenarios that
show how a user interacts
with your concept and why
the concept is valuable.

An employee of BRAC draws a user scenario during a workshop led by GRID Impact
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Prototype Testing in Pakistan

A card sorting activity to test icons styles and symbols

Testing medium fidelity, interactive prototypes

Prototype Testing in Pakistan

We used both “low fidelity”
paper prototypes and “high
fidelity” clickable prototypes to
engage with customers.
We asked customers to conduct
transactions - “task based
prototyping” - as well as
interpret information and
convey understanding of
messages.

Prototype Testing in Pakistan

To test the clickable prototype, we
used “reflector software” so we
could track the customers’ clicks
when they used the mobile money
application on the test phone.
We could observe where they
clicked, when they made mistakes
or had confusion, and when they
easily navigated through the app
prototype.

Thank You!
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